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TALENT SHOW

AFTER DINNER FOOTBALL 

It has been wonderful to see the boys 

taking up after dinner sport. The Year 6,7 

and 8 boys have been playing football 

every night, highlighting the 

camaraderie and excellent 

team work we have in the 

house. 

“I would like to be remembered as someone who did the 

best she could with the talent she had” J . K. Rowling

To stand up in front of a 160 people and perform takes 

enormous commitment and courage. On Wednesday 1st

February we held the Great Boarding Talent Showcase. 

The evening was filled with an array of music, comedy 

and skills and was hailed as a glorious success.

I am exceptionally proud of the Bradbys boys who took 
part. Rafael, Henry Josh and Perry mesmerised us with their 
‘magic’ show- we still don’t know how Rafael vanished before 

our very eyes! Brian and Tonsom gained rapturous 

applause for their memory skills naming countries of the 

world and famous footballers and Poon and Nadol

stunned everyone with their guitar pieces. 

These boys are heroic and have now become official 

Legends of the house. Tim McDonald
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OUR SWIMMING DREAM TEAM

THE CALM AFTER THE STORM

Bradbys is beaming with pride as we welcomed back our

swimming dream team from the FOBISIA competition in Brunei.

Tonmye, Tonsom, Joey and Ajay all won medals. It is fantastic to

see that the 6am training sessions, as well as those after school

pay off. #golions
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TOM KHA GAI CHALLENGE

FRIDAY CHALLENGES

Our weekend boarders were tasked  to 

create a "tom kha gai" dish, which they 

cooked in the second floor Bradbys

kitchen. Pol, Ig, Ong and Sor's valiant 

efforts meant they had a dish prepared 

within 40 minutes, (15 minutes ahead of 

schedule,) which served as competition 

against the West Acre team.

While the two judges- a maid and a 

security guard from West Acre- disagreed 

on the winner, it was decided that the boys' 

dish had the "stronger, deeper flavour" of 

the two. Taking into consideration the lack 

of utensils, space and experience, I'd say 

the boys have reason to be pretty proud of 

themselves.

The weekly Friday 

Challenge amongst 

the three houses in the 

village continue to hot 

up. The Bradbys

teams have done well 

making towers out of 

biscuits and creating 

structures to carry an 

egg.
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BREAD MAKING

Head Boy, Henry and Prefect, Perry demonstrated the perfect loaf after 

being given a bag of floor and some yeast. Tasters commented on the 

excellent consistency and taste, especially when butter and jam were 

added!

NAT IN YEAR 5 ASSEMBLY

Last Friday, 3rd February, Nat spoke

clearly and eloquently about how

rivers are vital to all life on earth as

they provide us with fresh drinking

water. Given that there were more

than 500 people in attendance, it was

amazing that he could stand up in

front of so many people and not be

unfazed. We as a house, feel so

proud and maybe we have just found

our very own weatherman!
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DOORNAMES

Having Mischa and Charlotte working in the art 

department at school is having a great impact on 

our after school activities. The boys were able to 

create new door names for their rooms and we 

saw some fantastic

ideas that showed

the individuality of

each of the boys.
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WEEKEND GO-KARTING 

BRADBYS’ GET COMPETITIVE

Josh did Bradbys proud 

in the inter-house go-

karting competition and 

came second overall! 

A fantastic weekend 

was completed with a 

quiz in the Grove! 

Sor and Pol remain our 

quiz champions


